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ACCESSING INTERFACES
The design of screen readers for graphical interfitws is
centered around one goal: idlowing a blind user 10 work with
a graphical application in ,an efficient and intuilive manrwr.
There are a number of pmcticat constminls which must hu
addressed in the design. First, collaboration hetwccn hliml
and sighted users must be supported. Blind users do not
work in isolation and therefo~ their interaction with the
computer must closely model the interaction which sighted
users experience. A second. and sometime competing. goal
is that the blind user’s interaction be intuitive and efficient.
Both social ,and pragmatic pressures require that bfind users
not be viewed as second cli~ss citizens bawd on tlwir
effectiveness with computers.

INTRODUCTION
The 1990 paper “The Graphicat User Interface: Crisis,
Danger and Opportunity”
PBV90]
summarized
an
overwhelming concern expressed by the blind community a
new type of visual interface threatened to erase the progress
made by the innovators of screen reader software. Such
software (as the name implies) could mad the contents of a
computer screen, allowing blind computer users equal access
to the tools used by their sighted colleagues. Whereas
ASCII-based screens were easily accessible, new graphical
interfaces presented a host of technological challenges. The
contents of the screen were mere pixel vafues, the on or off
“dots” which form the basis of any bit-mapped display. The
goaf for screen reader providers was to develop new methods
for bringing the meaning of these picture-based interfaces to
ustm who could not see them.
The crisis was imminent. Graphical user interfaces were
quickly adopted by the sighted community as a more
intuitive interface. Ironically, these interfaces were deemed
more accessible by the sighted population because they
seemed approachable for novice computer usem. The danger
w,as tangible in the forms of lost jobs, barriers to education,
and the simple frustration of being left behind as the
computer industry charged ahead.
Much hm changed since that article was published.
Commercial screen reader interfaces now exist for two of the
three main graphicat environments. Some feel that the crisis
But
h,as been ,adverted, that the danger is now dninished.
what about the opportunity? Have graphical user interfaces
improved the lives of Mind computer users? The simple
answer is not very much.

In this section, we will briefly describe graphicid user
interfaces, focusing on their potential benefits for sighwd
and nonsighted users. Next we will examine three historiul
mmsons why screen reader technology has not adapted
sufficiently to the challenge of providing (access to grirphical
user interfaces. We will complete our argument by exploring
the levels of abstraction which make up a g~phicid user
interface.

This opportunity has not been realized because current
screen reader technology provides <access to graphical
screens, not graphicaf interfaces. In this paper, we discuss
the historical reasons for this mismatch as well as analyze
the contents of graphical user interfaces. Next, we describe
one possible way for a blind user to interact with a graphicaf
user interface, independent of its presentation on the sereert.
We conclude by describing the components of a software
architecture which can capture and model a graphical user
interface for presentation to a blind computer user.

The Power of GUIS
For much of their history, computers have been capahlc (d’
presenting only textual and numeric data to u.scrs. Users
reciprocated by specifying commands and dam to computers
in the form of text and numbers. which were Usuiitly Iypcd
into a keyboard. This method of interaction with c{mpuwrs
was only adequate at best.
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The carefuf bafance between these two goals is olten
viotated by screen readers which provide a blind user with a
Representation of the computer interf~e
which is too
visuafly-based. Essentially these systems provide ,access m
the screen contents, not the application interface. The
distinction between these two terms will be di.scusscd ii[
length later in this section. Suffice to say that the applicatilm
interface is a collection of objects which are rckwl w each
other in different ways, and which allow a variely {It’
operations 10be performed by the user. The screen cormmts
are merely a snapshot of the presentationof that interfiicc
which has been optimized for a visuat, two dimensional
display. Providing access to a graphicaf interke in tenms of’
its smen contents forces the blind user to fwt understand
how the interface has been visually disptayed, and then
translate that understanding into a mentaf model of the ii~[u;il
interface.

More rcccntly, advances in computer power and display
.scrccn technology have brought about a revolution in
nwthods of human-computer interaction for a large portion
O( [he user population. The advent of so-called Graphical
User Interfaces (or GUIS) has been usually well-received In
this section we examine some of the defining chamcteristics
of GUIS, and explore some of the traits that make them
u.selul to the sighted population. his
examination will
mot ivate our design of a powerful interface for users with
visual impairments.
As implemented
today,
chamcteristics in common:

most

GUIS

have

several

●

The screen is divided into (possibly overlapping) regions
called windows. These windows group related
inforntiliion k)gether.

●

An on-.scrccn cursor is used to select and manipulate
iknns on the display. This on-screen cursor is controlled
by a physicid pointing device, usually a mouse.

●

●

The gmphicat images used in GUIS lend themsclv~s to
the easy implemenkwion of inttiace mWtphOI’S.The
graphics support the metaphor by providing a natural
mapping between metaphor and on-screen representation

of&e m-etaphor.
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Smidl pictographs, called icons, representobjectsin the
user’senvironmentwhich may be manipulated by the
user.

A snapshot of a typical graphical user interface is shown in
Figure 1.
GUIS iu~ quite powerful lbr sighted users for a number of
reasons. P~rhitps, most importantly, there is a direct
comcliltion between the objects and actions which the GUI
supports and the user’s mental model of what is actually
liking place in the computer system. S~h a system is often
~idld a direct manipulation interface, since to effect changes
in the computers state, the user manipulates the on-screen
objects to achieve the desired result. Contrast ttds design to
textual interfaces in which there tare often arbitrary mappings
hct wccn commands, command syntax, ,and actual results.
Dirccl manipulation interfaces are usually intuitive and easy
to Ieirrn beciurse they provide abstractions which are easy for
users to understand. For example, in a direct manipulation
system, users may copy a ffle by dragging an icon which
“looks” like a file to it’s destination “folder.” Contrast this
approach to a textuid interface in which one may accomplish
thu siunc task via a command line such as “cp mydoc.tex
-kcith/tm/dots.’” Of come, the syntax for the command line
in[ditw Inily vi~ widely from system to system.
In iiddition to direct rniuripuhth,
other important benefits:
●

●

GUIS provide several

They idl[)w the user to .stx id work with different pieces
of informi~tion at one time. Since windows group related
in form.atiorr. it is easy for users to lay out their
workspaces in a way that provides good access to all
needed information.
An interfuce to multiti~sking is easily supported on most
GUI-btwed systems. Each window provides a sepamte
inpu(/(~tput poini of control for each process which is
running in thc systcm. Processes conlirtue running and
users
attend
tothe windows Ihcy choo,sc.

Figure 1: A TypicalGraphical Interface
It is important to note that the power of graphical user
interfaces lies not in their visual presentation, but in their
ability to provide symbolic representations of objects which
the user can manipulate in interesting ways.
Hlatorkal Reaaons for Seraen-Baaad Aecaaa
‘fhere are three major trends which help explain screenbased designs for accessing graphical interfaces. First, atone
point in time, the screen contents closely equaled the
application interface. The precursor to graphical interfaces
ASCII-based command-line
interfaces.
These
were
interfaces presented output to the user one row at ii time.
Input to the interface was transmitted solely through tk
keyboard, again in a line-by-line manner. Screen reader
systems for command line interfaces simply presented the
contents of the screen in the same line by line manner,
displaying the output via speech or braille. Input to the
interface was the same for sighted and nonsight.ed users. In
this scheme, both sighted and nonsighted users worked with
the same interface - only the presentation of the interface
varied. These XrWegies were sufficient as long m visu,al
interfaces were constrained to 80 columns and 24 rows.
However, the iu!vent of the graphical user interfxe hm made
these strategies oh.soletc.
Second, reliance on translating the screen conkmts is caused,
in part, by dhrust of screen reader interfwxs and concern
about blind users not behtg able to use the same tools as
sighted users.The generalsemiment is that”1 want to know
what is on the screen because that is what my sighted
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colleague is working with.” As concepLs in graphical user
interfaces bccarne industry buzzwords, it wws not uncommon
to hear that blind users required screen readers that allowed
them 10 U.Wthe mouse, drag and drop icons, i~d shuffle
through ovcrlappirtg windows. Although ii popular notion in
humim-compuhx in(cr!iiw design is thilt Ihc u.scr is idwiiys
right, it is inkxeshg to compare these requirements with the
requirements of sighted users who w,artt auditory access to
their computer. Current work in telephone-based intemtion
with computers ,allows a user to work with their desktop
applications over the phone [Yan94]. These interfaces
perform m,any of the same functions that screen readers do they allow the user to work with an auditory presentation of
a graphical interface. Yet these system do not manslate the
contents of a graphical screen. Instead they provide an
auditory interface to the same concepts conveyed in the
graphical interfaces.
Third, limitations in software technology have driven the use
of screert-b,ased access systems. The typical scenario to
providing itccess to a graphical application is that while the
unmodified graphical application is running, an external
program (or screen reader) collects information about the
g~hic~
interface by monitofig &wing requests sent to
the screen. Typically these drawing requests contain only
low-level information about the contents of the graphicat
interface. This information is generail y limited to the visual
presenkltion of the interface ,and does not represent the
objects which are responsible for creating the interface and
initiating the drawing requests.
Modeling Application Interfaces
At one level, an application interface can be thought of as a
collection of fines, dots, and text on a computer screen. This
level is the lexical interpretation of an interface: the
underlying primitive tokens from which more meaningful
constructs are axsembled.
At a higher level, we c,an group these primitives into
constructs such as buttons, text entry fields, scroUbars, and
so forth. This level is the symactic level of the interface.
Lexkid constructs (lines, text, dots) are combined into
symbols which ci~ with them some meaning. While a line
in itself may convey no information. a group of lines
combined to form a push button conveys the information, “1
am pushable. If you push me some actionwill occur.”

Thereis a still higher level though. At the highest level, we
can describe an interface in terms of the tiperations it allows
us to perform in tan application. We might describe an
interface in terms of the aflordances [Gav89] of the onscreen objects For example, buttons simply provide a means
to execute some command in the application; menus provide
a list of possible commands, grouped together afong some
organizing construc~ mdio buttons provide a means to select
from a group of settings which control some aspect of the
tapplication’s behavior. It is the operators which the onscreen objects allow us to perform, not the objects
themselves, which are important. This level is the semantic
interpretation of the interface. At this level, we are dealing
with what the syntactic constructs actually represent in a
given context: these objects imply that the application will
aflow the user to take some action.

Seen from this standpoint, the most imponant char; wtcrlslics
of M ilpplication’s intctfitce ilfe the scl {It’ ;~ti{ms the
intmfacc allows us to tik~. rather th:m how Ih{wc ;tcli~ms ;wc
i~tu’dly presented to the user on scrccn. C’~tiiiii]ly wc can
imagirw il number of diffcrcm WilyS l{) Cilptllrc Ilw n(~ilw III
‘“~x~~utc it ~otnmid’” rilthur [ban :1 simple push bUIII)II
mcL~phor represented gr,~hicidly on a screen. In linguistic
terms, the same sem,antic construct can he reprcscmkx.i in a
number of different synt,actiu ways.
This concept is the central notion behind providing aCCCSSI{)
graphical interfaces: rather than working with an application
interfwe at the level of dots and lines, or even at the higher
level of buttons and scrollbars. our goal is to work wi(h the
abstract operations which the application atlows us to
perfm.

By divorcing ourselves from the low-level graphical
presentation of the interface. we no longer constrain
ourselves to presenting the individual graphical clcmcnts 01”
the interface. By separating ourselves from the not i(m 01
graphical buttons and graphical scrollbars, we do away with
interfiwe objects which are merely artifacts of the graphical
medium.
Does it make sense to translate application interfaces at [he
semantic level? Lines and dots on a screen, and even buttons
and scrollbars on a screen. are simply one m:mifestation ~>f
the application’s abswucl in~erjiuce. By tmnslating the
interface at the semimtic level, wc iwe free to ch{wsc
presentations of appliciition scmimtics which mike the mt)st
sense in a nonvisuid presentation.
Certainly we could build a system which conveyed every
single low-level lexical detail: ‘There is a line on the screen
with endpoints <X 1,Y 1> and cX2,Y>.” The utility of such
an approach is questionable, although some commercial
screen readers do construct interfaces in a similiu manner.
Alternatively, we could apply some heuristics to scawh out
the syntactic constructs on the screen: ‘“f’here is a push
button on the screen at location <X,Y>.” Certiiinly this
method
is better approach
than conveying
Icxical
information, although it is not ideal. Screen readers which
use this method are taking the syntactic corrstrucls (~t”;I
graphicaf interface (themselves produced from the intwnal,
abstractsemanticsof the iictions the application i~fods). ;UKI
mapping them directly into ii nonvisuid modality. Along
with useful information comes much fxigg.age that may nol
even make sense in a nonvisual presentation (occldxt
windows, scrollbars, and so forth, which are artifacts of thc
visuaf presentation). Certainly interacting with such i~
interface is not as efficient as intemcting directly with il
presentation explicitly designed for the nonvisual medium.
We believe that transforming the application intmfam at the
semantic level is the best approach for creating usahlc i~d
efficient nonvisuaf interfaces. We can take the operations
allowed by the application and present them directly in a
non-visual form.
The question at this point is: are sighted and blind users
worldng (and thinking) in terms of the same constructs’! Itis
clear that they are if we tnmsiate the interface at the syntactic
level. We argue that by constraining our semantic trarlslittion
S0 thltt we ‘produce “’similar” o~jects in our non-visuid
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Spatfal versus Hierarchical Modeling of object
Relationahipa
The next step is to model the relationships between the
objects which make up the application interface. Two
principal types of relationships need to be conveyed to the
users. Fnt,
parent-child relationships are common in
graphical interfaces. An object is a child of another object if
that object is contained by the parent object, such ,as menu
buttons which make up a menu, or a collection of objects
which form the contents of a diafog box. In graphical
interfaces these relationships ,are often conveyed by the
spatiaf presentation of the gxaphicid objects. Second. ciiuseeffect relationships representthe dynamic portions of the
graphical interface. For example, pushing a button m,akes a
dialog box appear.

presentation that the native application produces in its
default graphical presentation, we maintain the user’s model
of the ,application interface. By giving things the same names
(buttons. menus, windows), sighted and non-sighted users
will have the same lexicon of terminology for referring to
interface constructs.
NONVISUAL INTERACTION WITH GRAPHICAL
INTERFACES
This section prcwnts a set of implications for designers of
nonvisual interfaces driven by our philosophy of translation
al the semantic level. This discussion is presented in the
context of the design of a particular nonvisual interface to
provide ,acccss to graphicaf applications.
Auditory and Tactile Output of Symbolic Information
The fust step in tmnsforming a semantic model of a
gr:iphical interface into a nonvisuat interface is to convey
information at’wut the individurd objects which make up the
interface. It is necessary to convey the type of the object (e.g.
menu, push hrmon), it.. attributes (e.g. highlighted, greyed
out. size), i~d the operations it supports. Since the
prcstmtittion of the objects is independent of its behavior,
auditory imd tactile output can be used ,as separate or
complemwttary avenues for conveying information to the
USUS.Our design focuses exclusively on the usc of auditory
outpuI as a common denominator for North American users.
Braille users will require additional, redundant brailfe output
for wxtuat information in the interface.

These relationships form the basis for navigating the
application interface. Both of these relationships can be
modeled
with
hierarchical
sbuctures.
Parent-child
dationships form the basis for the hiemrchy, and cause and
effect relationships are modeled by how they modify the
parent-child object stnrcture. Navigation is simply the act of
moving from one object to another where the act of
navigating the interface reinforces the mental model of the
interface structure.

The objects in an application interface can be conveyed
through the use of speech and nonspeech audio. Nonspeech
audio, in the form of auditory icons [Gav89] and filters
[LC911,convey the type of tan object and its attributes. For
example, a text-entry field is represented by the sound of an
old-fiwhioncd typewriter, while a text field which is not
cditahle (such as a error message bar) is represented by the
sound of a printer. Likewise a toggle button is represented by
the sound of a chain-pull light switch while a low pass
(muffling) filter applied to that auditory icon can convey that
the button is unavailable; thiit is. grayed out in the graphictd
intmface. The auditory icons can also be modified to convey
:LYWLSof the interface which are presented spatiafly in the
graphicat intcrfacc such ,as (he size of a menu or list. For
cxarnple, all menus can he presented ,as a set of buttons
which in evenly distributed along a set pitch range (such as
5 octaves on a piano). As the user moves from one menu
button to .nnother, the change in pitch will convey the
relative size ,andcurrent location in the menu. Finally, the
labels on buttons. and any other textual information. can be
read by the speech synthesizer.
In mosl screen reading systems, the screen reder will not
have adequate access to the semantics of the application. To
ofisct thk problem, the screen reader must incorporate
sematic information in the way that is models, and
cvcntu,afly presents. the graphicaf interface. The important
concept is that symbolic information in the interface should
he conveyed through symbolic representations which are
intuitive for the user. By layering information in auditory
CUM.Mind u,scrs intcmct with interface objects in the same
way thiit sighwd users interact with grnphical objec~s.

trt short, information ,about the graphical interface is
modeled in a tree-structure which represents the graphical
objects in the interface (push buttons, menus, large text artm
etc.) and the hierarchical relationships between those
is based on this
objects. The blind user’s intewtion
hierarchical model. Therefore blind and sighted users share
the same mentaf model of the application interface
(interfaces are made up of objects which can be manipulated
to perform actions) without contaminating the model with
artifacts of the visual presentation such as occluded or
iconified windows and other space saving techniques used
by gmphicaJ interfaces. In general, the blind user is aflowed
to interact with the graphical interface independent of its
spatial presentation.
At the simplest level, users navigate the interface by
changing their position in the interface tree structure via
keyboard input. Each movement (right, left, up or down
arrow keys) positions the user at the corresponding object in
the tree structure or informs the user, through an auditory
cue, that there are no objects in the requested location.
Additional keyboard commands allow the user to jump to
different points in the tree structure. Likewise keyboard
shortcuts native to the application as well as user-defined
macros can be used to speed movement through the
interface.
The hierarchical navigation model is extended to work in a
multi-application
environment.
Essentially
the user’s
desktop is a collection of tree structunx. Users can quickly
jump between applications while the system stores the focus
for each application context. The user’s cument focus can
rdso be used to control the presentation of changes to the
application state. For example, a message window in an
application interface may (minimally) U.W the following
modes of operation:
.
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Always present new information via an auditory cue iitd
synth~sized speech.

I
I

I
I

Motif

I

Athena

“-

Xt lntrinsics

Xlib
x Protocol

provides ihc c{mccpt t}t’ cvcms and prtwidcs suppm tt)l
drawing graphics id Icxt. The Xt lntrinsics pnwidc IIIU
concqrt of widgets (progriunmithk inld’iiu
(Jhjcds ) :ud
provide a Imic set of widgets. Most X applicaii[ms arc
developed using iitwarks of widgets layered tm lop O( ihe
Intrinsic. Motif ,and Athena ,are two common widgcl suts.

I
I

The nonvisuaf interfaces pndwcd by Mcrcittor rcqrrirc highlevel Serriiultk inforrniltion ahwt the graphical intcrlhccs [d
nmning applications. We now present ii design space (}I
potentiaf solutions for information ~ilptUre from running
applications. Next, we discuss a set of modificati(ms [(] (hc
Xlib and Xt libraries which we have made and which have
been accepted as a standard by the X Consortium. Wc
describe a network protocol used to communicate inwrface
information between Mercator and X applications. Finally
we describe how our system implements input and output
and maps from the graphical worfd into the nonvisual one.

I
I

Figure 2: X Windows Hierarchy
“ SignaJ new information via an auditory cue.
●

Do not signal the presentation of new information.

These modes of operation can be combined in various ways
depending on whether the applicmion is the current focus.
For ex,arnple, an object can use one mode (afways present via
speech and/or nonspeech) when the application k the current
focus and use another mode (signaJ via ,an auditory cue)
when the application is not the current focus. Cues from
applications which are not the current focus are precededby
a cue (speech or nonspeech) which identifies the sending
applications.

A Spaetrum of Solutions for Information Captura
How do we gather semantic information l“rom running
<applications? How do wc i{tti+inour goal of tr:mslat ing
application interfaces at the semantic. rather than syntactic
or lexical, level’?
When we began our work we found that there is a spuxrum
of possible design choices for information capture. There arc

trade-offs between application uansparency and the
semantic level of the infonnation available to us in dris
&sign space,

input Samantiea and Syntax
We must also make a distinction, not only between the
syntax and semantics of application output, but also between
the syntax and semantics of application input. In a graphical
interface, the semantic notion of “selection” (for example,
activating a push button) may be accomplished by the
syntactic input of double clicking the mouse on the onscreerr push button. In the nonvisual medium we wish to
preserve the input semantics (such ,as the notion of selection)
while providing new input syntax which maps onto the
scm{anlics.

ExtemzdApproaches. At one extreme of the spectrum.ii is
possible to construct a system which is completely ~xt~miil
to both the application and the window system. This point in
the design space is essentially the approach taken by the
initial version of Mercaton an extemaf agent interposed
itself between the client applications and the X Window
System server. This approach has the advantage that i[ is
completely transparent to both the applicittion and I{) thc
window system, In the caw of Mercator. the cxt emal itg~nl
appeared to the client to he itn X server to the “ma]’” X
server, Mercator appeared to be just imothcr c Iien(
application. There was no way for either to determine ~hit[
they were being run in anything other than an “’ordinary’”
environment.

Our interfaces provide currently two input modalities:
kcyhoard input arrd speech recognition. In the keyboard
domain, the selection semantic is mapped 10 a keyprvss
(currently the Enter key on the numeric keypad). Users who
wish to perform selection via voice commands simply utter a
keyword (“Select”) which invokes the select action. The
underlying mechanisms in the screen reader system take the
input actions in the new modality and produce the syntactic
input required to control the application.

This approach, while providing complete transparency, hi~ ii
serious drawback however. Since we are interposing
ourselves between the application ,and the window system,
we can only access the information that would normally p,Lw
between these two entities. In the case of our target plittf(}mr.
the X Window System, this information is contained in the X
Protocol which is exchanged between applications and the
window server. While the X Protocol can describe :my onscre-en object (such as a button or a text ,area). it uscs
extremely low-level primitives to do so. Thus, while our
system might detect that a sequence of lines ww drawn to
the screen, it was difficult to determine that these Iirws
represented a button or some other on-screen object.

AN ARCHITECTURE FOR X WINDOW ACCESS
We now present a system which implements the irtterke
described above. This system, called Mercator, is designed
to provide access to the X Window System [Sch87]. me
system is currently in its third major revision [ME92].
X is the de facto standard windowing system for Unix
workstiitions. It is an open system controlled by the X
Consortium, a vendor-netrtraf standards body. Figure 2
shows the layers of toolkits and libraries on which Xt-based
applications arc built. X is based on a client-server
architecture, where X applications communicate with a
display server via a network protocol. This protocol is the
lowest layer ot’ the X hierarchy. Xlib and the Xt Intrinsic
provide two progmmming interfaces to the X protocol. Xlib

While the level of information captured by ii systcm taking
this approach depends on the particular plarfonn, in gcncrid
this method will provide only lexical infomliition.
Our initial system did make usc of another pr~mwol caJILxI
Editres [Pet91 ] thaI atlowed us to ohrain some higher-level
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From our expxiences with the initiaf prototype, we began to
study a set of modifications to the Xt [ntrinsics toolkit and
the low-level Xlih library. These modifications could be
used to pass interfice information off to a varietyof external
agents, including not just agents to produce non-visual
interfaces,
but atso testers, profilers,
and dynamic
(application configuration tools.

ird’ornmtion about the actual structure of application
interfaces. Thus, we could gain some information about
intcrthcc syntax with which to interpret the lexic,al
inf’imniltion available to us via the X Protocol. From our
cxpcricnces, however, we determined that the level of
information present in the X Protccol and Editres was
insufficient to build a reliable and robust screen reader
system,

Originally our intention was to build a mcxlified Xt library
which could be relinked into applications to provide zwcess
(either on a per-application basis, or on a system-wide basis
for those platforms which support run-time linking).
Through an exchange with the X Consortium, however, it
became clear that the modifications we were proposing
could be widely used by a number of applications. As a
result, a somewhat modifkd version of our “hooks” into Xt
and Xlib have become a part of the standard X 11R6 release
of the X Window System. A protocol. catled RAP (Remote
Access Protocol) uses these hooks to communicate changes
in application state to the extem,af agent.

/ntema/ Approaches. At the other ex~me on the information
Ci~p(urcspectrum, we can modify the internals of individual
iq@icMiens
to produce non-visurd interfaces. In this
appro<ach. the highest possible level of semantic information
is avaifable since in essence the application writer is building
two complete interfaces (visuaf and non-visuaf) into his or
her application. Of course the downside of this approach is
that it is completely non-transparexw each application must
he rewritten to produce a non-visual interface.
Obviously this approach is interesting .as a reference point
[mly. II is not practical for a “real world” solution.

As a result of the adoption of our hooks by the X
Consortium, our concerns with the transparency of this
approach have been resolved. Essentially our hybrid
approach has become an externaf approach: it is now
possible to write non-visual interface agents which exist
entirely externally to both the application ,and the window
server, and only use the mechanisms provided by the
platform.

There is a third possible solution to the
information capture problem which lies near the midpoint of
the two alternatives discussed above however. In this
solution, the underlying interface libraries and toolkits with
which applications are written are modified to communicate
information to an extem,al agent which can implement the
non-visual interface. This approach can potentially provide
much more semitntic information than the purely external
itpproi~h: application programmers describe the semantics
of the application interface in terms of the constructs
provided by their interface toolkit. The interface toolkit then
produces the actual on-screen syntax of these constructs.
Hybrid Approaches.

IMPLEMENTING INTERFACES
The preceding section of this paper described our strategies
for information capture from running X applications.
Information capture alone is only half of the solution,
however. A tizunework for coordinating input and output,
and for presenting a consistent, usable, and compelling rtonvisual interface for applications is also required.

The benefit of this strategy is that we do gain access to fairly
high-level information. This approach c,annot provide the
Icvcl of semantic knowledge present in the purely internal
stralcgy however, since the semantic level of information
~ilp[ljd
depends on the semantics provided by the toolkit
library (and loolkits vary greatly in the semantic level of the
constructs (hey provide). Still, for most platforms, toolkit
modi tkations
will provide access to enough useful
information to accomplish a semantic translation of the
interface.

This section describes how our system creates effective nonvisual interfaces breed on the interface information captured
using the techniques described above.
Rutes for Translating Interfaces
We have designed our system to be as flexible as possible, so
that we can easily experiment with new non-visurd interface
paradigms. To this end, Mercator contains an embedded
interpreter which dynamically constructs the non-visual
interface as the graphical application runs. The auditory
presentation of an application’s graphical interface is
generated on-the-fly by applying a set of transformation
rules to the stored model of the application interface as the
user interacts with the application.

The drawback of this approach is that, while it is transparent
to Ihc iipplication programmer (that programmer just uses
the interfilc~ toolkit as usuaf. unaware of the fact that the
tm)lkit is providing information about the interface to some
external agent), there must be a way to ensure that
applicat~ons actually use the new library. Requiring all
:Ipphctilons 10 be r’clinked against the new library is not
feasible. Many systems support dynamic libraries, but this is
not a practical solution for all pkatforms.

These rules are expressed in an interpreted fanguage and are
solely nxponsible for creating the non-visual user interface.
No interface code is located in the core of Mercator itself.
This separation between the data capture and t/O
mechanisms of the system from the interface rules makes il
possible for us to easily tailor the system interface in
response to user tew.ing. The presence of rules in an easilymodifMle. human-readable form also makes customization
of the system easy for users and administrators.

Rationale for Our Information Capture Stratagy
During our use of the fwst version of Mercator it became
char
that the protocol-level
information
we were
inlcrccpt ing wa.. not sufficient to build a robust high-level
model of itpptication interfaces. Up until this point we had
not seriously considered the hybrid approach of modi~ing
the underlying X toolkits because of our stringent
requirement for application transparency.

Our interpreted rules fanguage is based on TCL (the Tool
Command L,anguage [OUS90]), with extensions specific to
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Mcmtor. TCL is a Iight-weight l{~~trii~~ complclc with
diitii typs stt~h iLS lists iind I~tys, suhroutincs. i~d ii v:ti~ty
of control flow primitives: Mervamr rules hiiv~ available to
them id] of the power of a general-purpose programming

Proccdurc Citlls (TI-RPC). with C++ wrappers :w(mad Ihcw
interfaces.
The speech server supports the DECtalk hardware :md lhc

Centigram TruVoice softw--based
text-to-speech system
and provides multiple userdefined voices. The non-speech
audio server controls access to the built-in workstation itudio
hardwareand provides prioritized access, on-the-fly mixing,
spatirdization of multiple sound sources, rwm i~ousti~s. and
several filters and effects. The non-speech audio server wi II
run on any SPARCstation, (although a SPARCsMt ion I(} or
better is required for spatiatization effects.

language.
Simulating Input
Mercator provides new input modalities for users, just as it
provides new output modalities. ‘f?w mouse, the most
commonly used input device for graphical (applications, is
inherently bound to the graphical display since it is a
relative, rather than absolute positioning device (positioning
requires spatial feedback, usually in the form on an onscreen cursor that tracks the mouse). Other devices may be
more appropriate for users without the visual feedback
channel. Our cument interfaces favor keyboard and voice
input over the mouse. We are also exploring other
mechanisms for tactile input.

Speech input is based on the IN3 Voice Control Syslem.
fkom Command Corp, which is a software-oniy speech
recognition system for Sun SPARCstations. The recognition
server runs in conjunction with a tokerrizer which generates
input to the Mexator rules system based on recognized
utterances.

But while we provide new input devices to control
itpplications, ,alre,ady existing itpplications expect to be
controlled via mouse input. That is, applications are written
to solicit events from the mouse device, ,and act accordingly
whenever mouse input is received. To be able to drive
existing applications we must map our new input modalities
into the forms of input applications expect to receive.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
There are several new directions we wish to pursue. These
directions deal not only with the Mercator interface iitd
with
implementation,
standards
and
but
also
commercialization issues.
From the interface standpoint, we will be performing mow
user studies to evaluate the non-visual interfaces produced
by Mercator. Further testing is required to fully ensure that
the interfaces produced by the system are usable, effcctivc.
and easy to learn.

For Xt-based applications we generate the Iow-levei mouse
input to control ,applications based on the user’s actions in
the new modalities (speech, keyboard, and so forth). We
cumently use the XTEST X server extension to generate
events to the application. This approach is robust and should
work for all X ,applications.

Our implementation directions lie in the artzi of building a
more efficient
architecture
for producing
Mercator
interfaces. Our current implementation is singly-threaded:
we plan to investigate a multi-threaded architecture. We arc
rdso experimenting with a more refined ID system in which
input and output modiiities c,an be more easily suhstitutcd
for one another.

System Output
All output to tiw user is generated through the interpreted
interface rules. The “hard-coded” core of Mercatordoes not
implement,any particular interface. Interface rules generate
output by calling into the various output modules located in
the core of the system. Currently we support both speech and
non-speech auditory output, ,and we ,are beginning to
experiment with tactile output.

We are working with the X Consortium i~d the Disiihili[y
Access Committee on X to ensure that the RAP protocl}l is
adopted as a standard within the X community. It is our
desire that any number of commercial screen reader products
could be built on top of RAP.

The Mercator speech module provides a “front end” to a
speech server which can be run on any machine on the
network. The audio module provides a similar front end to a
non-speech audio server developed by our group. This server
is capable of mixing, filtering, and spatializing sound, w
wcil as a number of other effects [Bu192].

Finally, we we exploring the possibilities of undertaking a
commercialization effort of our own to bring our research
prototype to market.
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STATUS
The hooks into the Xt and Xlih libraries have been
implemented and are present in the X 1IR6 release from the
X Consortium. The RAP protocol is currently not shipped
with X 11R6 pending a draft review process; we hope that in
the near future RAP will ship with the standard distribution
of the X Window System.
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